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Amaching in a graph is an edge setsit, eachi

vertexbelongs to atmost one edge,

L"exactly re... perfet matching)

Maximumproblem given undirected G =(V,)
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If G is a graph and M is a matching:
-

an M-alternating path is a path in G whose

edges alternate between belonging to M and

notbelonging.

a free vertex (Wirt.M) is a vertex of G
thatdoesn'tbelong toany edge ofM.

-

an M-angmening path is an M-alternating-
porth between two face vertices.

①Sin. If M is a matching and p is an

M-augmentingpath, the symmetric difference

MAP is a matching with one more edgethan M.

"



Levya. IfG is a graph, Mo and M, oe
matchings, and IM13 /Mo Them MoM,
contains an Mo-augmentingpath.

Collary. If Mr is nota maxmatching then there

exists an Mo-augmenting path.

Profylemma. -steThe graph with edge set MeM,
has maxdegree I.

-So its connected componens
are isolated vertices,

paths, and cycles.

Furthermore the paths and cycles are Myalternating.
b.cycles have even length)

Atleastone connected componentof MOM, has
more Mi volges Han Mo edges.

Itmustbe an Mo-augmenting path.

⑱axmatching algorithm.

Initialize M =0 ↓how
to implement?

#contains an Mangmenting path, P.
replace M with MAP.

endwhite

output M.

Aprocedure tofind Mrangmenting paths when

G is bipartite....

say v(G) =LuR and every edge has

one endpoint in 2 and theother inR.



Dotheresidual graph G is a directed graphM

with vertexset V(Gand edge set

-(tm) =(r,v) i uEL, vER, ENEME (U) i ueL, vo, (nvEM.
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7/-
BES finds in 0(min) time

m =Hedges
n
=#vertices

The whole max-matching algo takes O(mn+n2).
At mostI while loop iterations because a matching has -> edges.
Each loop iteration takes O(min/ time to constructG and run

breadth-firstsearch on it,


